Introduction

'Action' is a key concept in philosophy and almost all the social and
cultural sciences today; efforts to construct a 'theory of action' meet
with especial interest in all these fields. For outsiders it must be
difficult, to say the least, to understand why this should be the case.
Indeed, it may be regarded as proof of a suspicion they have long
since had, namely that the academic world prefers to tacklp unnecesqarily abstract problems of its own choosing Instead dl deulcarmg 1,s
efforts to soTvmg the truly pressing problems of the day. The apparent
absence of any link between the various debates on action theory in
the different branches of the social sciences is additionally confusing
and gives cause for mistrust. As once again becomes evident in this
connection, each field constitutes a discourse of its own that more or
less isolates itsell rr6m 6 o s e m the o'&er d<sc@lines.ThlS is, of course,
not td say €ha€cliains o f - G ~ G ~ % K X o n - e x i s t e n-t individual
philosophical schools, in particular, tend to impact on specific fields in
the social sciences. Yet, on the whole, little notice is taken in psychology, economics and sociology respectiveltjr of a?@u5ents put forwafd
in debat&-m each i f the oth&Us.
h econoGc heory, certainly since the second half of the nineteenth
century if not earlier, the abstract notion of a 'homo oeconomicus' and
thus of a type of rational choice and rational actlon nas become the
fundamental poiht of deFarture of all furiher-dWussions. Admittedly,
controversies on whether this point of departure is justified, in
particular with regard to the precise logical status of such an abstraction, have never quite died down, but a theory of rational action
nevertheless undisputedly forms the paradigmatic core of the
discipline.

Things are less clear in the case of psychology. Originally, introspective research into the facts of the individual's consciousness existed
alongside a more or less reductionist physiologically based psychology. From the bw~nties-omq~ds-behaviourism
..
became the order of
-@@-case in
the dhp, 3liTkough, and to a greater extt.1,; &an
ec-onomics, the dominance of this school of thought was always
disputed. The central concept of 'behaviour' which gave the school its
name may have been well able to re-plaq t h e m l ~ p x g y i d i n gnotions
of 'consciou~ness' or 'organism', yet Decause of the beKa"?ourists'
radical claim that-behaviour was entirely determined by the particular
situation, the concept clearly did anything but emphasize freedom of
choice or decision. This distinguished it clearly from the 'honlo
oeconomicus' model. It was not until the 'cognitive' turn in psychology
that behaviourism was changed sufficientry or tgerl supt.rseaed-so as
to allow the conceptions of action held by the persons studied to
become an object of inquiry. Increasingly, the idea is gaining currency
that psychology's overall conceptual edifice must be changed: instead
of centrbg on a notion of b e h a ~ i o u r i.tmust
.
concentrate
on that of
.
- . .
action.
-.
In sociology, the classical thinkers of the discipline in this century
who have shaped mainstream theory formation - be they Max Weber
or Talcott Parsons - attempted to ground not only their own studies
but also the discipline~s-a whole i~~-~heo~y...of~.a_c.tion.
The same is
also true of important side-currents, such as the scnools of thought
based on the ideas of George Herbert Mead-orAlfred Schiitz. Here,
the specifics of each attempt to provlae a tounaat~onm o theory of
action may have been open to dispute, but not the necessity of the
attempt as such. Almost all of the most important contemporary
theories can be characterized in terms of a specific theory of action.
They range from the various theories that borrow from and adopt to
a great extent the economic model of rational action, via neoWqherian and neo-Parsonian projects, to major new theories that go
beyona earlier mlaels. lhe best-mown and most significant of these
are Habermas' -theory
of c o m w i c a t i v e action, Giddens' theory of
_-- - (activistic) %ucruration and Castor1adis"new-version
of ~rlsrvrelian
-_. ...-;--...-on- . creativity
-.
-- ..- - .
p r a c f i S p,hikoso@iy. with its emphasis
..
_ and n z e l ~ y ; ' - a s
well% dial presented &y-TnuGine, who bras influencedlij Tastoriadis. There are also important attempts, influenced by structuralism
or systems theory, to question these conventional foundations in a
theory of action in principle and to free sociological theory of anv such
basis.
Things are similar in philosophy. At the begiruing of the seventies,
) -

the American philosopher RicharQ~rnstein'boldly tried to reduce
the most important schools of modem tnought to a common denominator, namely their effort to define and emphasize the active character
of human nature. He uncovered this trend in Marxism - at i e i ~ t m i a l l
those i o k - s of Marxism which did not conceive of it as a teleological
philosophy of history - as well as in existentialism. Pragmatism, the
main philosophical current in the ~nitedStates,also already contained
the notion of the practical in its name. Finally, he demonstrated that
the tradition of analytical phaosopy increasingly conceptr~alizes
human speech as action, and that authors concerned with an aiaiytical
understanding of language were focusing on microscopic attempts to
clarify concepts that somehow referred opaquely to the notion of
action. Ln the present day, when, for example, 'post-structuralist'
authors and many philosophers influenced by a r e n a i s s a n c s - t h e
thought of Nietzsche and the later Heidegger are %ti&!
.4 and
.
anibhdent towads
_ __
the'human Z m io act, it has become more
difficui-5 view the theme offaction--as a point of convergence of
various philosophical efforts. Yet Bemstein's proposition continues to
hold true for the currents he studied. Moreover, the other trends
mentioned can clearly also be understood in terms of their relationship
to the topic of human action in that they specifically set themselves
off from some activistic exaggeration of the idea of subjectivity.
Such a cursory overview as that given here of the numerous
different attempts to address the topic of 'action' in the various
academic fields serves perhaps to show how often the theme crops up.
Yet it will also probably increase confusion on the reasons for this
preoccupation. What also becomes clear is not only that the different
disciplines rest in different ways on a foundation in action theory, but
also that each of them even contains different versions of such
foundations. The problem is complicated still further by the fact that
debates on action theory not only represent one of many possible
subjects of scholarly controversy but also comprise arguments about
the direction each discipline should take and how it should mark itself
off from other fields. Therefore, it is hardly to be recommended that a
discussion of issues in action theory focuses on the full complexity of
all these different versions of said theory. Nor, for that matter, can the
sides to the problem concealed in the multiplicity of discourses and
positions simply be prejudged by definitional prescriptions. I have
elected to take a different tack, as this book is meant not to provide an
encyclopedic overview, but instead to advance a particular approach
ko a theory of action. The theory proposed here will be developed
primarily via a discussion of only one field and the form of action

theory that predominates there. In the process, however, I shall
frequently be referring to insights and arguments arising frwm~ther
discipliiies. It 1s my perhaps uverly ambitious wipeciation that the
thonihts I am thus presenting will also be of interest outside this
particular discipline.
The following discussion will, for the main, be concerned with
sociologicalaction theory. The reason for this is not only that I am best
acquainted with t h ~ sfield, but also that the original wealth of problems
have persisted in this discipline to a greater extent than in others,
where they have been lost from the outset owing to a greater degree
of abstraction. Commentators often bemoan sociology's lack of a firm
paradigm. Yet the positive side to this absence is that it allows certain
losses of abstraction to remain visible which, for example, are simply
ignored by the model of a rational economic subject adopted in
economic theory or by psychology's notion that the organism merely
reacts to outside stimuli. Those economists and psychologists who are
willing to reflect on the initial abstractions on which their disciplines
are based will therefore find the sociological deliberations of interest.
The same is also true of philosophical debates. But many of them
exhibit a lugh degree of intrinsic differentiation as well as a proximity
to empirical phenomena only when synthetically combined with
sociology or psychology. By contrast analytical philosophy, which has
taken a fruitful methodological path of its own, is at a disadvantage
compared with sociology, for it has contributed little to defining the
social character of action and the orientation of actors to one another;
the reason here is that analytical philosophy takes the individual
actions of an individual actor as its starting point. My choice of
sociology as the main terrain for the following deliberations on a
theory of action is not absolutely compelling on the basis of the above
remarks, but should at least be comprehensible for those whose
thought is shaped by other disciplines.
The central thesis in this book is the claim that a third model of
action should be added to the two predominant mbdels o'f-action,
namely. rpfioni-ii asti011 and normatively oriented action. What I have in
mind is a model that emphasizes &t: c~eafivecharacter of human
action. Beyond that, I hope to show that &~s~ird'~rtoa~eLllLu'g~:ar~hes
. -. - both the others. I do not wish simply to draw attention to an additional
type-ot aNion relatively neglecied to date,-but instead t,, assert that
the% is a creative dimension to all human action, a dimension which
expressed in the In6ddS ~f rational and normais only~ladequate~y
tively oriented action. Both these models ineluctably generate a
residual category to which they then allocate the largest part of human

action. Defining human action as creative action av~oidsthis problem.
It does not erigendGF a IresiduaI categhry of I~U~L-ueative
action, but
rather is able to pinpoint the pariunerei3 fwr 5w meariir~gfulapplication of the other models of action by illuminating the tacit assumptions
the latter contain. I claim that only by introducing a concept of action
whch consistently takes account of this creative dimension can the
other models of action be assigned their proper logical place. As a
consequence, only in such a manner can the wealth of concepts
involved in the concept of action, such as h&&on, norm, identity,
. definition
.
of the situation, institution, routine, erc., be defined
role,
consistently and'iii a m h e r that does justice to what they are meant
to express. Intellectual history already provides us with the essential
basis for such a comprehensive model. However, throughout the
history of action theory t h s model has been marginalized, for reasons
that must be explained. I shall thus start in chapter 1 by ascertaining
the reasons why sociological action theory has taken the shape it has
and will trace the marginalization of the creative dimension to action
in that theory. s'fnfl &err, in 5hdpter 2, exarnlne the dpproaches in
w h c h the creativity of action was indeed situated at the heart of a
theory but where this again entailed specific distorbns or false.
generalizations. Whereas the first chapter is alrnea LII par~lcularat
readers kho are sociologists or economists, the second chapter is
geared more towards readers with an interest in philosophy. Following these two investigations of the history of action theory, chapter 3
will focus on reconstructing three tacit assumptions that remain latent
in the models of rational action and normatively oriented action:
namely the teleological character of human action, corporeal control
by the actor, and the autonomous individuality of the actor. The
intention is then to introduce them explicitly into action theory. The
overall goal of the chapter is to show how we can avoid generating
residual categories in the way mentioned above. The claim that
precisely these tacit assumptions are characteristic not only of action
theory but of the discourse of modernity as such has ramifications that
in fact go much further. In chapters 4.1 and 4.2 I shall therefore explore
what consequences a theory of action revised in the manner I have
suggested would have for an understanding of processes of collective
action and whether it enables us to sidestep functionalist theories as a
means of solving the problems involved in developing a social theory
that takes adequate account of present-day phenomena. I shall bring
the study to a close by drawing two possible conclusions for a
diagnosis of present-day society from the restructured foundations of
theory of action. In chapter 4.3 I shall, on the one hand, address the

r

proposition that conflicts within the developed western and eastern
societies can be interpreted in terms of conflicts about 'a democratization of the differentiation issue', whereas in chapter 4.4 I shall
investigate what fate awaits creativity under present-day conditions.
Both studies go at least some way towards showing that 'theories of
the constitution of society' based on a theory of action can hold their
own both against functionalist theories of differentiation and against
postmodernist diagnoses. Notwithstanding these attempts to demonstrate the possible consequences of a revised theory of action, the main
focus of my presentation will be on the competing as~llrnptinnsof
different theoriec of action. The sections aeaTirlg w ~ t hintellectual
history, the reconstrucnoll of concepts and possible applications are
all intended to serve one common goal: to show both the meaning and
the necessity of taking the creative character of human action into
consideration.

